MATRIX EVENT SERVICES

shows@matrixmobiletv.com

www.matrixmobiletv.com

We add production value to events. We make a show
out of regular old meetings. We are a one stop shop
for all the equipment needed to put on ﬁrst class
presentations for corporate, business and non proﬁt
groups.

We have LCD projectors from small table top 2000
lumin units to projectors with interchangeable lenses
capable of ﬁlling large theater screens with 12,000
lumins of light output. We have portable screens
from 4’ x 6’ to 12’ x 40’ that can have the projector
in front or behind the screen. A large assortment of
computers, DVD players, Blueray players, and professional tape recorders are available to feed switchers and scalers to put your images on one or multiple
screens at one time.

805-544-2445

Everyone needs to hear your message. We have a
large assortment of audio equipment to ensure everyone can hear you. We have wireless mics in handheld
and lavilier styles, small podium mics so everyone
can see the speaker instead of someone standing behind a snake of chrome and black. We have plenty of
speakers and amps to cover large rooms of more than
1500 people.

Lighting is an important part of any show. The audience needs to see the speaker, but also see any
visual presentation. We have a large collection of
theatrical lights with interchangeable lenses, controlled by dimmers, as well as moving lights and
LED ﬁxtures that can change color under computer control. To hang the lights we have simple
ﬂoor stands, aluminum truss that can be hung or
supported from the ground, on up to 40’ x 40’ truss
structures for a large stage in a convention center.

Every stage needs a background. We have plenty of
plain black drape and colored drapes to dress up a
stage. We also have a 12’ high screen that can be projected on to make your background be a video screen
that can project any content that can be created on a
computer. The content can change, move, have video
windows, anything you can dream up!

Video can be an important part of a show. Often we
will record a show for a DVD or for web casting.
We also have a broadcast TV production truck with 6
cameras and equipment to record large events or use
the video as speaker reinforcement on large screens
in the presentation room.

We also carry many additional support items. We
have teleprompters so your speakers can look at the
audience instead of their notes, and keep rambling
speakers on their time line. We have live plants available to decorate the stage. We have registration counters with light boards above for signs. We have decorative lighting spandex tubes, and wall wash LED
par cans to change the mood of a room. We have pipe
and drapes to make more than 50 exhibit booths.

Most important, we have a staff of video and computer graphics professionals that will work with you.
You tell us what you want and we will make it happen. We will ﬁgure out the logistics of moving in and
out, how much space is needed, what equipment is
needed and add extras we have learned will make
better shows, like remote mice and LCD monitors so
your speaker can see what is behind them. We add
production value to your show, including arranging
how speakers enter, having videos cued up so no
one sees your desk top, and using creative lighting
to show off your event. We make a show out of your
meeting.

We are based in San Luis Obispo and enjoy working in the various spaces of the Tri County, central
California area. We also travel many times a year to
hotels and convention centers from Reno, NV to San
Diego, CA, with many stops in between to produce
shows. We are happy to travel where ever your meeting is held.
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